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In the fall of 2019, over 6,400 10-year-old and 15-year-old students from 119 Houston Independent 
School District (HISD) campuses participated in the Study of Social and Emotional Skills (SSES), 

part of an international effort led by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). This appendix provides the OECD definition of each social emotional skill alongside the 
student survey items used in the final scale for each skill. The definition for each skill comes from 
the OECD Survey on Social Emotional Skills: Houston (2021, p. 3). Survey questions come from 
the OECD Technical Report (2021, p. 226-228) and do not reflect minor language adaption for the 
Houston context. The questions included reflect the questions kept in the final scale for each skill.

Open-mindedness: Openness to experience

Skills Description Questions in final scale

Curiosity Interest in ideas and love of learning, 
understanding and intellectual exploration; an 
inquisitive mind-set.

 ! Eager to learn
 ! Like to know how things work
 ! Like learning new things 
 ! Don’t like learning*
 ! Love learning new things in school
 ! Find science interesting

Tolerance Is open to different points of view, values diversity, 
is appreciative of foreign people and cultures.

 ! Willing to be friends with people from other 
cultures

 ! Ask questions about other cultures
 ! Feel comfortable in new cultural environments
 ! Want to travel to other countries
 ! Like hearing about other cultures and religions
 ! Not interested in other countries and cultures*
 ! Learn a lot from people with different opinions 

or ideas

Creativity Generating novel ways to do or think about things 
through exploring, learning from failure, insight 
and vision.

 ! Find new ways to do things
 ! Original, come up with new ideas
 ! Sometimes find a solution other people don’t 

see
 ! Like to create things
 ! Have a good imagination
 ! Find it difficult to create new things*

* Reverse-coded items
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Task Performance: Conscientiousness

Skills Description Questions in final scale

Responsibility Able to honor commitments and be punctual and 
reliable.

 ! Sometimes behave irresponsibly*
 ! Often forget my duties*
 ! Avoid responsibilities*
 ! Keep my promises
 ! A responsible person
 ! Forget to do work I was asked to do*

Self-control Able to avoid distractions and sudden impulses 
and focus attention on the current task in order to 
achieve personal goals.

 ! Careful with what I say to others
 ! Can control my actions
 ! Think carefully before doing something
 ! Avoid mistakes by working carefully
 ! Stop to think before acting
 ! Often rush into action without thinking*

Persistence Persevering in tasks and activities until they get 
done.

 ! Keep working on a task until it is finished
 ! Make sure that I finish tasks
 ! Give up easily*
 ! Finish what I start
 ! Leave things unfinished*
 ! Hate leaving tasks unfinished
 ! Finish things despite difficulties in the way

* Reverse-coded items

Engaging with others: Extraversion

Skills Description Questions in final scale

Sociability Able to approach others, both friends and 
strangers, initiating and maintaining social 
connections.

 ! Outgoing and sociable
 ! Have many friends
 ! Like to be with my friends
 ! Like to be alone*
 ! Like talking to a lot of different people
 ! Make friends easily

Assertiveness Able to confidentially voice opinions, needs, and 
feelings, and exert social influence.

 ! A leader
 ! Want to be in charge
 ! Know how to convince others to do what I 

want
 ! Enjoy leading others
 ! Dislike leading a team*
 ! Like to be a leader in my class
 ! Dominant, and act as a leader

Energy Approaching daily life with energy, excitement and 
spontaneity.

 ! Full of energy
 ! Show a lot of enthusiasm
 ! Less active than other people*
 ! Have less energy than my classmates*
 ! Like sports where I can run
 ! Get tired quickly*
 ! Maintain high energy throughout the day

* Reverse-coded items
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Emotional Regulation: Emotional stability

Skills Description Questions in final scale

Stress resistance Effectiveness in modulating anxiety and able to 
calmly solve problems (is relaxed, handles stress 
well).

 ! Relaxed and handle stress well
 ! Get nervous easily*
 ! Worry about many things*
 ! Afraid of many things*
 ! Panic easily*
 ! Often worried about something*

Optimism Positive and optimistic expectations for self and 
life in general.

 ! Often feel sad*
 ! Believe good things will happen to me 
 ! Wake up happy almost every day
 ! Enjoy life
 ! Look at the bright side of life
 ! A happy person
 ! Expect bad things to happen*

Emotional control Effective strategies for regulating temper, anger, 
and irritation in the face of frustrations.

 ! Not easily upset
 ! Keep my emotions under control
 ! Get mad easily*
 ! Know how to control my anger
 ! Cannot predict my emotions and moods*
 ! Stay calm even in tense situations
 ! Often feel angry*

* Reverse-coded items

Collaboration: Agreeableness

Skills Description Questions in final scale

Empathy Understanding and caring for others and their 
well-being that leads to valuing and investing in 
close relationships.

 ! Helpful and unselfish with others
 ! Important to me that my friends are okay
 ! Can sense how others feel
 ! Know how to comfort others
 ! Understand what others want
 ! Warm toward others

Trust Assuming that others generally have good 
intentions and forgiving those who have done 
wrong.

 ! Think most of my classmates keep their 
promises

 ! Believe that my friends can keep my secrets
 ! Distrust people*
 ! Believe that other people will help me
 ! Believe that most people are honest
 ! Trust others

Cooperation Living in harmony with others and valuing 
interconnectedness among all people.

 ! Like to help others
 ! Get along well with others
 ! Work well with other people
 ! Start arguments with others*
 ! Always willing to help my classmates
 ! Ready to help anybody
 ! Polite, courteous to others

* Reverse-coded items
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Additional Indices

Skill Description Questions in final scale

Achievement 
motivation 
 

Setting high standards for oneself and working 
hard to meet them.

 ! Eager to learn
 ! Show a lot of enthusiasm
 ! Make sure that I finish tasks
 ! Finish things despite difficulties in the way
 ! A responsible person
 ! Like to make sure there are no mistakes

Self-efficacy The strength of individuals’ beliefs in their ability 
to execute tasks and achieve goals.

 ! A leader
 ! Original, come up with new ideas
 ! Like learning new things
 ! Understand what others want. 
 ! Always positive about the future
 ! Finish what I start
 ! Reliable and can always be counted on
 ! Can control my actions

* Reverse-coded items
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Mission
The Kinder Institute for Urban Research builds better cities and improves lives 
through data, research, engagement and action.

About
The Houston Education Research Consortium (HERC) is a research-practice 
partnership between the Kinder Institute for Urban Research and 11 Houston-
area school districts. HERC aims to improve the connection between education 
research and decision making for the purpose of equalizing outcomes by race, 
ethnicity, economic status, and other factors associated with inequitable 
educational opportunities.
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